
HOW SALES LEADERS CAN HELP THEIR
ORGANIZATIONS 

"SEE AROUND CORNERS"

ASK FUTURE-BASED QUESTIONS
What future surprises could hurt or help us?      
What can we learn from what surprised us in the past?
What unthinkable possibilities should we be planning for?
What would we create, if there were no obstacles or constraints?
If we were a competitor disrupting our business, how would we do that?  Where do our
strengths and weaknesses lie? 

DESIGN "AT THE EDGE" CASE STUDIES & SHARE 
Present trends adopted by your customers that are not yet widespread.  What
are your customers adopting even on a small scale?  What about the future
troubles them or excites them the most?  What does that mean for your
organization? What trends are they following and why?

ENCOURAGE DIVERGENT THINKING
Make disagreement prevalent, ensure your mavericks and  contrarians are
heard, defer judgment, ask, "what are we missing here?," run experiments and
promote making mistakes quickly, model candor, replace "groupthink" with
dissent, argue for someone else's point of view.

CREATE PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY
Make it safe to challenge ideas.  Affirm and celebrate mistakes, demonstrate
curiosity, avoid "shooting the messenger," entertain "off the wall" ideas,
speak without judgment, listen to "layer," (listen for the sole purpose of
connecting and building on others' ideas.)  

USE SCENARIOS TO COMMUNICATE 
Scenarios are compelling descriptions of plausible, coherent and substantially
different futures.  It starts with identifying trends, key uncertainties and critical
elements and how they will interact under varying conditions.

USE DISRUPTIVE SELLING TECHNIQUES TO TEST NEW
APPROACHES
Examples include taking a stand (REI), changing the conversation (Volvo), or
asking, "if the customer were to take the lead in my sales process, what would
that look like?" 
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For leadership coaching and/or consulting in seeing
around corners,  leading through complexity, or a
whole host of other topics, contact executive coach
Annette Brackin at 314-485-9740  or
annette@journeytoresults.com. Visit
www.journeytoresults.com to learn more!

ADDRESS THINKING PATTERNS THAT INHIBIT
LEARNING
Point out when others lapse into tunnel vision (narrow thinking), unconscious
bias (example - confirmation bias which favors what they already know or
believe),  myopia (sacrificing the long term for the short term) or ignoring
what they don't want to see. 
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ADVOCATE FOR THE EMANCIPATED CUSTOMER  
Bring insights into how well your organization offers individualized
content in the required quality/quantity, responds in real time, and
understands and serves the customer journey (all relevant touchpoints).
Ask, "Do our customers feel like hostages to do business with us?" (rigid
contracts, policies, rules, etc.) 

EXPLORE PROBLEMS FROM MULTIPLE ANGLES
Avoid rushing to consensus, consider multiple vantage points, change
lenses on an issue (for example, a wide-angle perspective vs. a
telephoto perspective), ask "What else might we do? what else? what
else?" 

MAKE EVERYONE YOUR STRATEGIC RADAR
Assign or invite everyone in the organization to study other industries
(especially dissimilar ones), to spot trends.  Invite outside stakeholders
(customers/suppliers/community members) into ideation sessions or
other design meetings. 

MAKE HYPOTHESIZING A BUSINESS STRATEGY
Don't assume you understand the causes of change. Create multiple
hypotheses, design safe-to-fail experiments to test them, learn from them
and then make decisions.  
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